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The societies located in the territory of the Balkans, represent the Balkans cultural areal. Each area is a unique 

communion of traditions, with their own autochthon colours, their ways of living, with their own heroes, with particular stories and legends regarding the areal, but often 

with similar overlapping especially in the border areas. Cultural diffusion and motivator movements from a cultural couch to the other, are expression of of codes of 

cultural coexistence (or cohabitation) between nations and tradition. 

 

 The key question to this study is: What happens to the motif when it moves from one literature to the 

other? 

 The method of research: In this study we are going to follow the interpretative approach of the 

relationships between the texts and the cults in order to reach the common text of the incest and cursing code in 

literature in the works of Euripides “Oedipus”, as the cult of the foretold destiny, in contrast with the Oedipus of 

“Days of peace and war in the Enkeline of the cult of king Bardhyl” of Mitrush Kuteli. 

 Introduction: The distributive law of the oral literature [1], is best seen in the wholeness of literature, 

and in the related relations towards wholeness, in this artistic and creative striving of the basic constitutive force 

there is the category of the sustainability and listening [2]. This law in the line of the motivator demarcation [3] 

inside the incest and cursing code, as an act of the creation of the temporary boundaries around the Albanian 

areal, creates a new motivator relationship. According to the anthropologist:  

“The boundaries [4] are created in a way that the group that lives within them is to be characterized by a 

specific way of dressing, of the home style, of the dialect and the styling of the kinsfolk; meanwhile in the 

different groups there are different ways of life. WHEREAS: The cultural differences are not symbolic assertion 

or points of views of the autonomyand different parts of a mosaic because the preservation, the development or 

the extinction of the cultural boundaries is a political process. Each venture in the differentiation of the custom 

accumulated by generations and preserved along its boundaries penetrates through the possible paths of 

humanity” 

 Results: We might think that the both above mentioned textsare part of the living context of the 

Balkans culture, confronting the Balkans audience, which in the history of the ethno-psychology relationships 

give and bear the autochthony in the creation of the family and in its preservation, the mythical drama of incest 

the Oedipus of the Euripides does not exclude it as an existence, whereas the Oedipus of the Kuteli forbids it. 

“The world and the work are related by a reflecting complex of codes and changing conventions, the works are 

not real in themselves” According to the literary theories the analysis of the literary works is done according to 

the esksrinsece mode (from outside) and the intrinsece mode [5] (from inside). Starting from the later one 

the receptive aesthetics [6] we want to build motivator relationship of the same cultural areal withinBalkans.   
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 Discussion: The cult of Oedipus of the Euripides, as the cult of the foretold destiny, in contrast with the 

cult of the Oedipus in “Days of peace and war in the Enkeline of the cult of king Bardhyl” of Mitrush Kuteli, are 

examples that are brought by the composition of the artistic geniusover the motivator pondof the incest.  

 The myth of the Oedipus in the first demonstration in antiquity in the work of Euripides is mytheme that 

is read in two angles the horizontal and the vertical one would show according to Levi Straussit [7] this 

paradigm of reading.  

 

 The first column: gives the details of the rape/ the violation of the incest taboo and the burying of the 

dead or: the overestimation of the kinsfolk”; Oedipus marries Jokester despite the taboo; Antigoneburies 

Polinikun despite the taboo. The second column gives the details of the “underestimation of the blood”, Oedipus 

kills his father Laos, Eteokli kills his brother Polinikun, fratricide [8] and patricide. The third column, the man 

is confronted with the monsters and he kills them: Kadmosi kills the Monster, as a male monster that had to 

permit the birth of the man from the earth; Oedipus kills Sphinx, female monster as the symbol of the 

annihilation, according to Levi Straussit this column shows “the disclaimerof the autochthonous origin of the 

human being” i.e. disclaimerof the aborigine socialization of the human being with the earth. The fourth column 

is the meaning of the characters, according to Levi Straussit is “continuity of the autochthonous origin of the 

human being”, Labdakosi-disabled, Laiosi-left-handed, Edipi-foot swollen. 

"The aim of these columns is to explain according to Levi Straussit again that the myths are created by well-

known elements as "mythemes" (in analogy with the phonemes), which the myth-creators arrange and re-arrange 

to create the significance, often subconscious [9]". 

 

 This addicted relation between the columns, permits the mythemes to give their true meaning as 

“wholeness of relationships” that are found in different confronting reports. The four columns have confronting 

reports with each-other, overestimation / underestimation; non-autochthony / autochthony.   

In the interpretation of the Oedipus myth this would mean that the human being is an expression of the 

confronting reports, is the bearer of the dilemmas, is his permanent movement towards understanding of himself 

and that that surrounds it.  

 

 The myth of the Oedipus of Kuteli is an appearance of the structured character in a confessing line that 

decodes, new version of the myth of Oedipus, not in the first phase of the incest, but in the second phase as a 

linear continuity of the heroes lives, after his creation as a myth. The way it follows after the creation as the hero 

of incest, is the drama of escape, is the experience of the tragedy he cannot escape what he himself has created, 

but he can do something, except the example of suicide, or annihilation, he decides to get blind in order not to 

see the born drama.  

 In the novelette of Kutel he is Oedipus who moves away with his hand Pellasgian wools, that fell over 

his forehead [10], who claimed himself Enkelas, who speaks half Enkeland half Helen, who distresses and 

shtanget [11] when he talks about love, who swears: "For that Tebe with seven ports and for the shadow of the 

happy Kadimit, who build Kadmejen e Tebës" and who I reality his name was not Oedipus, but Kaligjen. Those 

of Drimona called him “Oedipus”, because he zealously wantsto tell widely the bitter story of the unfortunate 

king of Teba, who after reaching the peak of glory as he had saved the nation,he had been mercilessly 

followedby the mother of the Helen gods: to kill his father and to marry his mother. He had strived in all the 

means to avoid this mother, but in vain: the  what was said was there.  Therefore Oedipus had killed, without 

recognizing his father, (.), and had married, without recognizing hismother Jokastën. (.)". 
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 Despite this Kaligjeni had his feet swollen, such as Oedipus. And he limped. Who in the core of his 

story had: the thirst for the truth, against the false; the fight for the light, against the darkness[12]. 

The myth of Oedipus read in the confessing structure of Kutel, who is tickedonly as a name at his character 

Kalaghen, and who comes from the same earth, who has the same hallmark, and who are conceived by the same 

drama that of the revealing of the truths, translates the same mytheme in the interpretation of the myth of 

Kaligjen of Teba called Oedipus. All this would mean:  

"The human being, wherever and whenever is an expression of the contradicting reports, is the bearer of the 

dilemmas, is his permanent movement towards the meaning of himself and that what surrounds him, is a 

seekerof the light when the darkness covers him, is the seeker of the truth where the most lies live". 

 

 This transfigured in another reality, reveals the sociological, psychological, echo-political thought of the 

matrinar cult confronting the patrinar cult. Dyanësia of the character is revealed at Etleva the amazon of the 

forests, and the daughter of the mountain: the huntress, the fighter, the roe, the horrorof the wolf and the wicked 

[13], confronting Artanës the daughter of the field who always complaints (as the cult of the huntand the 

transport towards the cult of the field). The taboo of the huntand the movement towards un-mythologizing of the 

taboo is realized at Etleva fairy of the arch and mountain who prays to her gods: 

 "O goldenarch Cornel, daughter of the great God of Oak! Lead with your hand this arrow in the throat 

of the bloody leader of the enemy for the redemption of the Kalistart blood of Teba (.) And Thana - 

Huntresspoised her arrow to her little Illyrian sister, Etleva. [14]. Confronting the matriarchal cult, the cult of 

the Oedipus incest has another confrontation. His function is declared as the Oedipus in the Greek areal to solve 

the contradictions, and in the logical analysis he demonstrates and makes possible the starting relationships with 

continuity as an integral part of a common cultural areal, which as a mythical operating field, the archetype 

model of the common cultural areal would be translated, where the movement of the myth is a permanent trait of 

any culture.  

 

 The both variants of the Oedipus as authorial conventional meditation, set specific readings, in inter-

textual points of views [15], as two works that belong to the different epochs and literary periods, as two epochs 

that refer tothe social psychological complexity of the time, nature and mentality. Oedipus-es come from two 

different literary genres, with different topics, with different styles.    

 "The imitation and the assimilation in different forms and ways retell and remake by preserving the 

main syzheun, the indent, the communication, the clarity, but they also deepen, get wider with authorial elements 

of narration. They appear as a creation, recreation, and formation. [16]". 

 

 The Oedipus of the Kutel does not belong to the traditional discourse of the Euripides Oedipus, it 

supposesnew movement and it serves to a another great truth, as literary identity, grabs within itself great ideas, 

refer to the echo and the folk memory. The antiquity comes as a thematic prove for Kuteli: 

 "Hipotheosideclared that the great feeling of love and self abnegation for the human being is found 

especially at the Aeschylus Prometheus, that of the liberty defence of a small nation against the foreign violator, 

it is strongly found at Persi, the feeling of revenge is found at Orestes and at Medea, that of love at Fedra and at 

Alcesti[17]. 
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 From the thematology it refers to the theme of the thirsty man for the truth and only for the truth: A 

great feeling pushes Oedipus into action, the greatest feeling that man might have: the desire to discover the 

truth in any way, despite the consequences, with self-abnegation [18]. The killer cannot escape his destiny, the 

destinies in antiquity are chain destinies. The killed king, as a paternal line, a basic line of the Greek family, 

seeks the blood, the unconscious father-killer Oedipus, in front of the annihilating plague, seeks in the name of 

the throne power to fulfil the mission without knowing that what he is seeking is within him and it is himself. 

The incestuous chain has the drama and the scaring truth.  

 

"The divination of Tiresias warns: “Mourning, how horrible it is to know the truth / when knowing it brings your 

lost [19]". 

 

 He entered Teba as a triumphant, after his death was wanted and declined, sowed the death of his father, 

by saving lives, he would go shameful from Teba, with the mark of the male incest. But putting in principle the 

truth and the right, and the love for the humans and the fatherland. Kuteli confesses:  

 

 "He has done, unconsciously, big mistakes, but he passionately loves his fatherland, his nation, whom 

he had saved from the other atrocities: “Now I have to light again”. 

 

 Oedipus or Kalagjeni of Teba is treated as a personality of the Illyrian tribes and his deeds are related to 

the tragedy of Teba, returns to the Asopari’s house, and marries his daughter, who dies after three years, is notex 

posed suppressed from the deep thought and from the horrible moral suffering [20]. 

 

 Oedipus joins the setting and the colourful milieuof Enkelej, his dialogues with Etleva who is identified 

with Thana, Illyrian goddess of huntand flock. 

 

 "This myth from Kuteli is exploited for specific philosophic, psychological, aesthetic aims or just for 

ethno-genetic aims and a contact is set with the heroes of the epic cycle of Troy. [21]". 

 

 The process of the communication and of social organization through the songs of the ballads and rites 

enters afore-given dimensions from the norms to tradition: through the re-bringing of the cultural models in 

literary texts, the rites and the ballads prepare the individuals for a social acceptance with awarenessto respect 

the principles and the ideals of this society and in an artistic level aesthetically invokethe social changes through 

the symbolic kumt and emotional feelings.  

 

 All the ritual ballads have texts with a given structure, which refer to the specific sequences and are 

shown in unchanging archetypal forms, formed and completed, which are retaken as models not only when the 

ceremony is celebrated, but as many times as it is put in a text in a literary work. The transposed myths in 

ballads and then retaken in the literary works show a greatinterestof research forarchaismof the phenomena or 

institutions and ancient strata that bear ritual practices that they accompany or reflect.  

 

 Its text appears in a completed and solid form preserves symbolic and utilitarian stereotypes, by 

becoming a mouthpiece of communication among the artistic creation of the systems, regarding the oral one 

with the system of the folk faiths, or regarding the one between the human point of view and his social practise. 

The text of the ballad in this way becomes an important inter-relational chain between mentalityand its retold 

time; it integrates the tribal and social cultures in its confessing structure by influencing the strengthening of the 

inter-human reports. Through them it is created the relation among the members of the family, kinship, 

communion, social groups, predecessors and his descendants, between man and nature, man and divinity, 
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between our world and hereafter, but above all it is realized the relation among the cultures.  

 

 Conclusion: The taboo of incest was made the symbolic rule of culture and transition itself from the 

natural order towards the cultural one. In this way it gained a central fascinationin the logical and emotional 

world of people. It is transposed as a motive in order to be trans-modelled in different motivator forms according 

to the area that it belongs to or according to the author that it cultivates. 

 

 Literature is the cradle of codification and de-codification. Literature as a psychological and spiritual 

panorama substituted mythology and its function in the spiritual life of the human being by providing in this way 

the continuity of the myths, the literary myth as multi-secular hyper-myth continuous to produce new myths in 

new literary typology and frames, is accompanied with the shadows of doubts or the forbidden of the time 

audience when it was born and in another audience it becomes important to be analysed, this is because the 

literary myth as an authorial composition contributes in the creation of an autonomous literary world, with its 

sociological, psychological register, and with the procurementof the universal.  

 Shakespeare, Dante, Kadare, Markez, Camy, Buxat etc, built a mythic dimension in their works, by 

highlighting the stability of their works and the universal theme although the myth can be metaphorically read. 

Such literary texts feed the audience with “the codes” of repeated themes as inter-textual references in another 

time.  

 

 Kadare is possible to be better understood in the studies of the mythical themes that retakes in a time 

when the transition from the literary discourse of the socio-realism in the mythic discourse constituted 

demonism for the politics of the time, but for the creative liberty it is an expression of the codification of a 

specific literature that with his artistic book-creation as a buzzing and abundance library enters the universal 

world of creations. His works as a specific historical size collidewith the paradoxes of the creative methods but 

they also create their waiting horizons. 

 

 The book is the memory that invokes Kadearean discourse as conceiver and producer of the cultural 

innovations where it is identified not only the national cultural sub-strata and the relation with the traditional, but 

also a show of the intercultural complexity whereit is included the creation of the cultural boundaries and the 

identification of the dominating forms as gained forms in his social context, as a kind of the psychological 

reactions in a given context and as an individual choice. Therefore through literature the man never loses his 

confession, and his psycho-cultural existence.  
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